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The Space Flight Adventure of 
SimpleRockets by Jundroo 

SimpleRockets allows players to design their own rocket ships, blast off 
into space, and explore the solar system.  Details count as players can 
choose from a variety of rocket engines, fuel tanks, and other gizmos; 
creations are only limited by the imagination.  As virtual astronauts, play-
ers can blast off from any planet they choose, flying through the intense 
atmosphere of Venus or taking advantage of the low gravity of Mercury.  
Several challenges are built into the game, and players can compete to 
see who can go the fastest, fly the farthest, orbit with the least amount of 
fuel, and land on the moon.

On top of having a lot of fun, players will learn about rocket science and 
astrodynamics during this time of solar system exploration.  SimpleRock-
ets can provide entertainment and education to players of all ages.

The SimpleRockets Experience Reaches a New Gaming 
Audience with Intel Atom tablets for Android*

Tablets provide fans of the space exploration game with an expanded set 
of advantages.  The high-resolution, sensitive touch screen enhances the 
energetic setting of the app, and the portability of the device allows play 
from anywhere.  The latest optimization brings the brilliant environment of 
space challenges to life for its players.

Users can now easily download the app and start their own space travels, 
with the versatility and mobility offered by Android* tablets.  SimpleRock-
ets presents players with enhancements and functions available only on 
high-performing platforms.  With dependable, convenient play options, 
countless space adventures are here to last.

Enabled for Intel® Atom™ Tablets for Android* 
 
Curiosity about the solar system is nothing new, but most individuals interested will never become astronauts.  How-
ever, it’s now possible to explore space from just about anywhere.  The imaginative, vibrant, space adventure app of 
SimpleRockets has been optimized for Android* tablets.  Users of this device can now see if they have what it takes 
to be a rocket scientist, and compete with others from around planet Earth.

Features of SimpleRockets 
for Intel Atom Tablets for 
Android*
  
  • Realistic rocket and orbital 
     physics
  • Players’ rockets can be shared 
     with friends via email
  • Fun and educational, as players 
     learn about astrodynamics
  • Offers the chance to compete 
     with others from around the 
     globe
  • Players have a blast while 
     exploring the solar system



*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
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SimpleRockets Game Brings Space Exploration to Life on Intel Atom Tablets for Android*

Now mobile device users can be a part of the out-of-this world environment of SimpleRockets, with its latest optimi-
zation for Intel Atom tablets for Android*.  This powerful, responsive platform allows the interactive and educational 
app to be taken to new heights by its players, as they navigate through space.  With broad choices in options and 
hours of performance, the SimpleRockets experience on Android* tablets truly takes players to the moon and back.

SimpleRockets is available for immediate download at the Google Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.jundroo.simplerockets


